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What are we talking about?

a: to operate by automation
b: to convert to largely automatic operation 
“automate a process”

a: Assured reliance on the character, ability, 
strength, or truth of someone or something
b : One in which confidence is placed

Courtesy of Merriam-Webster



Automated Indicator Sharing (AIS)
A Quick Introduction



Cyber Threat Indicators and Defensive Measures 
5

• Cyber Threat Indicator
– An observable plus a hypothesis about a threat. An 

observable is an identified fact.
• Defensive Measures

– Efforts applied to an information system or 
information that is stored on an information system 
that detects, prevents, or mitigates a known or 
suspected cybersecurity threat or security 
vulnerability. 

• Both can be shared and applied to network defenses 
before an adversary can launch an attack.



Three Key Things

§ The goal of AIS is to rapidly and widely share 
machine-readable cyber threat indicators and 
defensive measures at machine-speed for network 
defense purposes.

§ AIS fulfills the requirement in the Cybersecurity 
Information Sharing Act of 2015 for DHS to have a 
capability to automatically receive, process and share 
indicators.

§ AIS is about volume and velocity of sharing 
indicators, not human validation. 
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1. Entities format 
cyber threat 
indicators in STIX 
and submit via 
TAXII to DHS 
server.

2. Server code 
reviews submission 
to validate, 
anonymize (if 
requested), 
conduct automated 
privacy review and 
enrich. 

3. Indicators requiring 
review go to DHS 
analysts. 

4. Finally, indicators 
are published back 
out to everyone 
connected to the 
DHS server.

How AIS Works

1

2

3
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Where Things Stand Today
8

§ DHS has connected 100 non-Federal and 33 Federal 
entities to the AIS server (several of these entities can 
further re-distribute the indicators to their customers 
and members) 

§ Since March 2016, over 443,500 unique cyber threat 
indicators have been shared 

§ A recent In-Q-Tel threat feed study found the 
indicators in AIS tend to show up earlier than in 
several commercial feeds and contain high quality, 
low false-positive data 



Challenges and Next Steps

§ Properly measure indicator timeliness, quality and 
value.

§ Help organizations that are not sharing to overcome 
technical, resource or cultural hurdles. 

§ Fully operationalize the indicators through 
automation and orchestration.

§ Continuously improve the technological 
infrastructure.

§ Tackle tough problems involving confidence, risk 
scoring, revocation and duplication.  
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Automated Sharing and Action Relationship



Two types of automation:

1. Automated information sharing –
Moving information between 
organizations at “machine speed”
Ø AIS is an example

2. Automated processes – Using the 
capabilities of the products you already 
have to take humans out of the loop for 
relatively low risk or routine actions
Ø Putting humans “on the loop” for the 

majority of actions



Relationship Between Cyber Threat Information Sharing 
and Active Cyber Defense Automation

Increased 
Cyber Threat 
Information 
Sharing

Increased 
Active Cyber 
Defense 
Automation

Automated Indicator 
Sharing (AIS)

DHS Malware
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An increase in the volume and types of Cyber Threat Information Sharing
both enable and require Active Cyber Defense Automation.

Security Orchestration
Products

SOC Automation

Analytics-based 
IT Automation



What do people think about when they think 
automation?

Good§

Make my life easierØ

Have humans do what humans do bestØ

Machines fill in for employment gapsØ

Not so good§

Ø Loss of control
If the automated response does bad things I’ll get the blameØ

Loss of workØ



Looking at the good

§ Make my life easier
Ø Doubt things will get easier, probably less routine and more 

challenging

§ Have humans do what humans do best
Ø With routine tasks automated your people can work the harder 

problems
Ø Have people collaborate with people instead of being attached to 

the keyboard

§ I can’t hire enough people with the right skills
Ø You still won’t but you will utilize the staff you have more effectively



How do we mitigate the “Not so Good?”: Loss of Control

Automation sharing needs to take into account the concerns of §
participants

I need to be able to throttle the flow to just what I “need”Ø

How do I know that this concerns me? Ø

I need to be SURE that the data comes from a trusted source §
and was not tampered with



How do we mitigate the “Not so Good?”: Loss of Control 
and Flexibility

Automation of the actions taken based on the data§

I need to know what will happen and change what I Ø

allow when I need to
I need to be informed when an action is taken Ø

automatically by alerts

Flexibility in the enterprise environment§

I cannot be locked in to a single vendor’s product Ø

suite
Need a set of verifiable capability and interface Ø

specifications that are embedded in a variety of 
applications and I can select what I need/want



How do we mitigate the “Not so Good?”: Errors

§ Ensure that automated responses that are allowed are tempered 
by Playbooks that take into account the essential functions of 
the enterprise to lessen the chances of disruption

§ Use the sensors in your organization to monitor the progress of 
the automated actions to ensure that they match what is 
expected

§ Have recovery plans and procedures in place to roll back 
actions
Ø Automate the rollback if you can
Ø Exercise the rollback procedures



How do we mitigate the “Not so Good?”: Loss of Work

§ Need for employee training & education programs
§ Threats will keep evolving and how your enterprise deals with 

them will consume your available time
§ There is never enough time to do what is needed…



How do we mitigate the “Not so Good?”

The SkyNet scenario is always at the back of 
peoples minds:

If we turn everything over to the machines how 
can we stop them if they turn on us?

No need to worry, we 
wouldn’t do that….



Taking a Look at Trust



Aspects of Trust

For automation of information sharing and processing:
§ Trust is needed in the…

Ø Information source 
Ø Integrity of the information I receive
Ø Assessment of importance
Ø Match between intended and actual action
Ø Ability to recover gracefully if things go south



Trust in the information source

You know them personally§

Strongest trust but not that scalableØ

You know them by reputation§

Ø Crowd sourced trust
Changes based on new informationØ

You are members of the same trust community§

Signed the same agreements (NonØ -Disclosure/Terms of Use)
Common goals with aligned value propositionsØ

Technical means to help ensure identity of the source§

Restricted communication channelsØ

Use of certificates to identify sourceØ



Trust in the integrity of the information received and 
assessment of importance

Integrity
Encryption in transit§

Big no brainer but surprising how many things flow unencryptedØ

Restricted encrypted channels for more critical data§

You know who can connect explicitlyØ

Information transmitted is encryptedØ

Blockchain§ good for trusted communities
Think medical records within a healthcare systemØ

Assessment of importance
Knowledge of the information sources used and their processes§

Knowledge of the analytic processes used to assess§

Assessment is done with your community in mind§

Back to reputation trust….§



Trust in the automated environment

§ Trust in an automated environment is harder for folks to 
embrace

§ The key to trust in the automated environment is flexible 
automation
Ø It is not a yes/no type of decision, all the way or none
Ø Processes to automate initially need to be low risk and of obvious 

value
– Account management is an example

• Inactivate idle accounts, delete inactivated accounts
• Bounce the account list against the ones you know should be there



Trust  in Automation Adoption

§ Pick something basic for the initial automated task
§ Monitor the automated processes to detect unintended 

consequences
§ Dial the automation up when you feel more comfortable

Ø Remember: Management needs to feel comfortable, not just the geeks
§ Will there ever be total automation?

Ø No, some actions will require human review augmented by decision 
support and accelerated action when the decision is made



Trust in what will happen

§ Plan: Know what you want to happen
Ø Know what you can’t have happen!
Ø Develop playbooks for processes you want to automate
Ø Walk through the developed playbooks to make sure

§ Act: Know the products and capabilities in your enterprise
Ø Work with the integrator and vendor to get a good feel of what it can 

do and how it would do it
Ø Exercise your playbooks to ensure the proper results and know 

what “good” looks like
§ Maintain: Know if deviations are occurring

Ø Monitor the orchestrator you are using to catch when it is deviating 
from a playbook set of activities

Ø Collect status as actions are executed to catch deviations from 
planned actions



Trust Between Organizations



How is it different than between people?

§ A bit different
Ø Organizational trust may start with people but cannot be dependent 

on them
– People move on

Ø Organizations also evolve needing flexibility
– Set a period for agreements to be reviewed and updated to prevent 

gotchas
Ø Regular events where people can get together and exchange 

thoughts
§ Need to be more formalized

Ø Teaming and information use agreements
Ø Specific roles in the relationship are defined and 

agreed to
Ø Standards of information exchange are defined

– Example is the Automated Indicator Sharing (AIS) 
Terms of Use (TOU)

Ø Need to get those darned lawyers in the room! 



Brokering between Trust Communities



How valuable is automated information sharing without 
trust?

§ The answer is not much
Ø Speed in transmission fed into a manual 

process does not give you a lot of value
Ø Defensive measures sent automatically 

lose much of their value if you have to 
“verify” the measure in a manual manner

Being able to fully take advantage of all facets of automation §
requires multiple layers of trust

Source and integrity of informationØ

Accurate assessmentØ

MyØ environment
Automated execution Ø “Trust but Verify”
Information you provide will be used and disseminated correctlyØ



Challenges
Automated Information Sharing
§ Standardizing the exchanges

Ø and                  are a good start
Ø Good idea to develop common profiles to “restrain creativity” when 

crafting messages
Ø Common protocols for use and dissemination controls

– Traffic Light Protocol (TLP) – Simple and widely used
• Addresses dissemination at the message level
• Not good when additional considerations are considered (Handling, 

Action, Sharing, Licensing) 

– Information Exchange Policy (IEP) evolution is addressing these concerns 
https://www.first.org/iep

§ Use of standard encoding of automated actions
Ø Open C2 is working that https://www.oasis-

open.org/committees/download.php/59483/OpenC2.key.pdf

§ All of the trust items we talked about before….

https://www.first.org/iep
https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/59483/OpenC2.key.pdf


More Challenges

§ Automated action
Ø Commercial adoption of a minimum set of functionality to tie products 

together in the enterprise
Ø Integrated Adaptive Cyber Defense (IACD TM) is addressing this
https://secwww.jhuapl.edu/iacdcommunityday/

– Without needing to craft custom code
Ø Open APIs to allow connectivity with a minimum of heartache

– Really open

But my product does §
everything!!

It might but enterprises want the Ø

flexibility to plug in and discard 
products as their needs and the 
marketplace evolves
The difference between the Ø

minimum set of functionality 
and the full product capability is 
your value add to the customer

https://secwww.jhuapl.edu/iacdcommunityday/


Summary

Automated information sharing is great from the National to the §
community level

From AIS to within an ISAC/ISAO/SLTTØ

Automated information sharing must have a purpose bigger that §
moving bits and bytes

Enhanced situational Awareness is the minimumØ

Automated information sharing is a key enabler to allow for §
coordinated automated prevention, response, and recovery
The marketplace is moving to having products that truly plug §
and play in an enterprise environment and exchange information 
between enterprises





Some places for information

§ DHS Automated Indicator Sharing Program (AIS)
Ø www.us-cert.gov/ais

§ STIX and TAXII
Ø https://oasis-open.github.io/cti-documentation/

§ Open C2 (Automated actions)
Ø http://openc2.org/

§ Integrated Adaptive Cyber Defense (IACDTM)
Ø https://secwww.jhuapl.edu/iacdcommunityday/

§ Information Sharing and Analysis Organizations (ISAO) Standards 
Organization (SO)

Ø https://www.isao.org/
§ Information Exchange Policy (IEP)

Ø https://www.first.org/iep

§ When you are desperate, REALLY desperate
Ø Michael.Vermilye@jhuapl.edu

http://www.us-cert.gov/ais
https://oasis-open.github.io/cti-documentation/
http://openc2.org/
https://secwww.jhuapl.edu/iacdcommunityday/
https://www.isao.org/
https://www.first.org/iep
mailto:Michael.Vermilye@jhuapl.edu


BACKUP



Let’s Talk About Value

Why do I want these indicators? 
Improve your network defense posture §
faster which forces adversaries to 
change their infrastructure and tactics.
While each indicator by itself might not §
be of high value, the vast pool of 
indicators may be useful for cyber 
threat intelligence purposes (e.g., 
tracking threat actors and campaigns).

Why do I want to share indicators back? 
Your detection becomes someone §
else’s prevention and makes the entire 
community stronger (think herd 
animals).
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CISCP and AIS Distinctions
38

§ Cyber Information Sharing and Collaboration Program (CISCP) 
supports broad sharing of cyber threat data (indicators, analytic 
content, etc.) in multiple formats with direct company analyst to 
DHS analyst collaboration and access to the NCCIC operations 
floor. Also includes ability for DHS to sponsor clearances (for 
classified threat briefs).

§ Automated Indicator Sharing (AIS) is about sharing cyber threat 
indicators near-real-time in STIX format. 



How Does DHS Control Sharing?

Traffic Light Protocol (TLP) is a set of 
designations used to ensure sensitive 
information is shared with the correct 
audience. Every cyber threat indicator or 
defensive measure submission will include a 
TLP marking and it is expected that AIS 
participants will honor the TLP markings on 
received documents. 
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A STIX Example

§ Instead of sending an email or a forum post 
saying “IP address 93.188.161.235 may be a C2 
domain”, in STIX it looks like: 

§STIX allows us to provide context around 
cyber threats (e.g., link IPs to a campaign or 
threat actor). 
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